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PUTNAM'S PARADOX: METAPHYSICAL REALISM
REVAMPED AND EVADED*

Bas C. van Fraassen
PrincetonUniversity

Hilary Putnam's argument against metaphysical realism (commonly referred to as the "model theoretic argument")has now enjoyed two decades of
discussion.1 The text is rich andcontainsvariouslyconstruableargumentsagainst
variously construedphilosophical positions. David Lewis isolated one argument
and called it "Putnam'sParadox".2That argumentis clear and concise; so is the
paradoxical conclusion it purports to demonstrate;and so is Lewis' paradoxavoiding solution. His solution involves a position I call "anti-nominalism":not
only are classes real, but they are divided into arbitraryand 'natural'classes. The
naturalclasses 'carve nature at the joints', being (as other philosophers might
say) the extensions of 'real'properties,universals,or Forms.3Thus the argument
was turned,in effect, into supportfor a metaphysicalrealism strongerthan Putnam envisaged.
I will offer a differentway to look at Putnam'smodel theoretic argument.If
we insist on discussing language solely in terms of a relationbetween words and
things, we may well be forced into a metaphysicalrealistpoint of view, on pain of
paradox. But on the level of pragmatics, in a discussion of language that also
addressesthe roles of user anduse, the airof paradoxdissolves all by itself. I shall
also try to show how we can resist Lewis' argument,derived from Putnam's, for
anti-nominalism.No metaphysicalpostulates will be needed to avoid the threatened disasters of self-understanding.
1. Putnam's Model-Theoretic Argument
Putnam'sargumentis very simple, and it is clearly right.Whatis not clear is
just what it is right about. Here is the argumentas presentedto the APA in 1976:
So let T, be an ideal theory, by our lights. Lifting restrictionsto our actual all-toofinite powers, we can imagine T1 to have every property except objective truthwhich is left open-that we like. E.g. T, can be imagined complete, consistent, to
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predict correctly all observation sentences (as far as we can tell), to meet whatever
operationalconstraints'there are..., to be 'beautiful', 'simple', 'plausible', etc....
I imagine thatTHE WORLDhas (or can be brokeninto) infinitely many pieces.
I also assume T1 says there are infinitely many things (so in this respect T1 is 'objectively right'aboutTHE WORLD).Now T1is consistent...andhas (only) infinite models. So by the completeness theorem..., T, has a model of every infinite cardinality.
Pick a model M of the same cardinalityas THE WORLD. Map the individuals of M
one-to-one into the pieces of THE WORLD, and use the mappingto define relations
of M directly in THE WORLD. The result is a satisfaction relation SAT-a 'correspondence'between the termsof [the language]L and sets of pieces of THE WORLD
-such that theory T, comes out true-true of THE WORLD-provided
we just interpret'true' as TRUE(SAT).So whateverbecomes of the claim that even
the ideal theory T, might really be false? (Putnam 1978, pp. 125-126)
Let me begin with a quick construal of this argument, similar to that provided by
Lewis (which I shall discuss at some length below) and Elgin.4
Questions of truth and falsity cannot arise for a theory unless the language
in which it is formulated is more than mere syntax: the names and predicates
must have specific extensions, and so forth. A function which assigns those
extensions to the non-logical words is an interpretation. So in the first instance, the question of truth makes no sense unless we fix an interpretation for
the language. If we only have criteria to narrow down the interpretation, then
the theory is true simpliciter precisely if it is true relative to some interpretation that meets those criteria.
Now here is the punch: if the criteria we lay down are solely 'internal'-to
the effect that certain sentences must come out true (since they reflect our intentions about how to use the language), then practically every theory is true.5 After
all, the extensions can be assigned in some way so as to do the job. Perhaps we
can accept this consequence, happy to have found truth so easily.6 If not, it seems
we had better postulate 'external' constraints, binding or gluing our words to
things quite independently of our intentions and desiderata, and giving factual
content to our theorizing.
Being extraordinarily general in form, Putnam's argument seems almost entirely independent of the character of the language in which the theory in question
is formulated. One might accordingly surmise that the conclusion is easily refuted by counterexample. However, all that counterexamples can do is to shift the
burden to the content of those theoretical and 'operational' constraints which
Putnam admits.
Let me illustrate this with as simple an example as possible. Suppose language L has only one non-logical term, namely "water". Very little can be said in
L: we can say that there is water, how many things are water, how many are not.
As axioms for theory T, take the set of sentences which say in effect, for each
natural number N, that there are at least N things that are water, and at least N
things which are not water. This theory is complete (within L) and has only infi-
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nite models. But if, for example, every sample of water is a finite collection of
watermolecules and if there are only finitely many such molecules in all, then T1
is false on any interpretationof L on which "water"denotes water.
Putnam's argumentcan be saved from refutationby such counterexamples,
but only in one way: by insisting thatthe constraintsadmitteddo not suffice to fix
the referenceof "water".To give an example, suppose we treat"water"as an alien
term. Let us now requireT1 only to imply all actualobservationsentences which
classify things as water or as not water. In that case, if only finitely many such
sentences are uttered, then there will be an infinite class of things left (in an
infinite model or world) which an interpretationmay place inside or outside the
extension of "water".On these suppositions, the extension of "water"is not sufficiently fixed by the operative constraintsto rule out interpretationswhich satisfy T even though in reality only finitely many things are water.So read, we can
easily understandLewis' complaint that "the reason given [in Putnam's argument] is, roughly, that there is no semantic glue to stick our words onto their
referents,and so referenceis very much up for grabs"(1984, p. 221). If Putnam's
argumentis a reductio ad absurdum,it must have premises ruling out a view of
language (surely common enough, and not very audacious?)accordingto which
the extension of "water"is fixed, settled, and specific.
If we readthe conclusion only a little differently,however, we'll see nothing
troublesomeat all. Putnam'sargumentapplies quite obviously to languages subject to very few constraints on reference. To give this bare bit of logic some
applicationwe must imagine ourselves in the role (made so familiarby Quine) of
alien and alienated,possibly extraterrestrial,anthropologists.They study the recordings of a language found only in, say, a small tribe on the upperAmazon or
Congo. In thatcase, what does Putnam'sargumentreduce to absurdity?Answer:
that any such disadvantagedanthropologistcan arrive at a unique translationof
that language, with the extensions of its words fixed, settled, and definite for
them, even relative to all such evidence obtainablein the long run. But thatis too
obvious; we did not need a highpoweredargumentto convince us of that! Where
is the punch?
To feel the troubling force of Putnam's argument,we must convince ourselves that really we are in the same position with respect to our own language as
those anthropologistsare with respect to their object of study. Begin by saying
that Putnamestablished his conclusion for a very large class of languages, perhaps even all languages (if that makes sense). Add that our own language-the
very language in which we state his argument and develop our scientific
theories-is one of those. Infer that his conclusion is true of our own language.
There you have it!
Trying to block this universalinstantiationlooks absurd,doesn't it? But the
conclusion, thatour ideal theories cannotbe false, looks equally absurd.So what
can we say in retort?To our dismay it seems we have no recourse but to say:
Putnam's argumentpertainsonly to languages lacking the semantic glue to stick
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their words firmly to their referents-so, our language must be different. We
seem to have no other way out.
But that is not so.
2. Paradox Lost
I displayed the original text, for two reasons. The first is thatit is couched in
terms of the so-called syntactic, axiomatic view of scientific theories.A theory is
identified as a set of sentences in a vocabularywhich is divided into 'observation
terms' and 'theoreticalterms'. This point may be merely incidental to Putnam's
argument,but will be importantbelow when we examine Lewis' response in
detail.
The second and more importantreason is to highlight its anthropomorphic
way of talking aboutmathematicalentities. Putnamcommandsus: "Pick a model
M.... Map the individuals of M one-to-one into the pieces of THE WORLD".
When stating what I took to be a common or obvious construalof the argument,
I took care to keep some of this 'human'language aboutthe interpretations.Note
well that the argument,and the metalogical theorems to which it appeals, are
solely about the existence of functions. Nevertheless, they are couched in the
discourse of physical manipulation.That way of speaking, as if we humans are
actually carrying out specific tasks, may be harmless when we are doing pure
classical mathematics.Is it really so harmless here?
What Putnam(apparently)commandsus to do here may or may not be possible. He has said that model M and THE WORLD have the same cardinality.
Therefore there certainly exists a one-to-one map between them-indeed, very
many such maps exist. But can we identify or pick one of them?
Here is an analogous example. Consider a geometric object, a sphere in Euclidean space. Canwe coordinatizethe surfaceof this sphere?Ourfirstinclination
is to say Yes. Therecertainlyexist many functions thatmapthe surfacepoints into
triples of real numbersin the right way. But I asked:can WE do this? The answer
is No, for this object has perfectsymmetry.We would like to give one point the coordinates(0,1,0) andcall it the NorthPole. But this point is not distinguishedfrom
any otheron the sphere, so we cannot do it. Of course, if the sphereis not a mathematical object but, say, the Earth,then we can do it. The reasonis thatwe can independentlyidentify a spot to designate as North Pole. Similarly,we may be able
to do it if the sphereis alreadyrelatedto some othermathematicalobject, has some
functions defined it, and so on-for the same reason. But we cannot do it unless
we have some independentway to describe points on that sphere.7
Does this distinction-between the existence of a function and our being
able to carry out the mapping-matter here? It does indeed if we want to apply
Putnam'sargumentto our own theoriesformulatedin our own language.We shall
be able to grasp such a theory if we can grasp even one interpretationof the
language in which it is formulated(i.e. our language). (This view of understand-
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ing languageseems to be implicit in Putnam'sargument;we need at least to count
it among the premises of the reductio.)Well, we can graspan interpretation-i.e.
function linking words to parts of THE WORLD-only if we can identify and
describe that function. But we cannot do that unless we can independentlydescribe THE WORLD.
So to Putnam'smodel theoreticargument,if meant to be applied to our own
language, we must respond with a dilemma:
(A) if we cannot describe the elements of THE WORLD, neither can we
describe/define/identify any function that assigns extensions to our predicates in THE WORLD;
(B) if we can describe those elements then we can also distinguish between
rightandwrongassignmentsof extensionsto ourpredicatesin THEWORLD.
The extent to which we can describe or identify specific elements of the world is
not at issue here. If we can describe the world to the minimal extent of being able
to use the word "water"or "cat",we can say that an interpretation,if applied to
our language,is wrong unless it assigns wateras referentto "water"andthe set of
cats to the words "cat".To specify that the set of cats is also the extension of
"gatto"and "kat",or the set of groundhogsthe extension of "woodchuck",needs
more. Each of us has his limitations there; but that is not what this argumentis
about.
This paradox-dissolvingresponse does not transpose to those anthropologists studying recordingsof an alien language. We cannot lessen their methodological burdenin this way. It works only when the languagewe are discussing is
our own language, the language on which we implicitly rely throughout.That is
the only place where discussion at the pragmaticlevel does not effectively reduce
to an equivalent semantic account. Accordingly, what I have just done is not to
refute Putnam'sargument.I have only dissolved the paradoxthatresults from an
uncritical application-whether or not sanctioned by what Putnamcalls "metaphysical realism"-to our own language.8
If we deal with our own language as if it were an alien syntax, we will certainly land ourselves in paradox.For then, if we try to discuss truth,we can get no
furtherthan truth-relative-tosome interpretation.But for texts in our own language the two cannotbe equated.Putnamsimply is not at libertyto say so blithely
"providedwe just interpret'true'as TRUE(SAT)",if what we are concernedwith
is an attributionof truthto a theory statedin our own language. Humpty-Dumpty
alone has ever thought differently.
Only if we lose sight of this pragmaticaspect of Putnam'sargumentshall we
be led into the fallacy of seeing a gap to be filled by metaphysics. For then the
adequacy of a theory must seem to derive in part from the adequacy of the language in which it is stated. This adequacy must then in turn seemingly derive
from something that makes our language especially blessed among languages:
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privileged in some objective, use-independentway. The road into this fallacy is
clear. It should be equally clear how we can refuse to enter upon it.
3. What If We De-Anthropomorphize?
In my discussion of Putnam's argumentI drew attentionto a certain anthropomorphicway of speaking aboutmathematics-a picturesque,analogical form
of discourse. But isn't that merely incidentalto Putnam's argument?If the same
argumentis stated in more 'literal' language, does it not go throughjust as well,
and doesn't my diagnosis and cure lose their very basis?
Well, let us see. Let T be a theory thatcontains all the sentences we insist are
true, and that has all other qualities we desire in an ideal theory. Suppose moreover that there are infinitely many things, and that T says so. Then there exist
functions (interpretations)which assign to each termin T' s vocabularyan extension, and which satisfy T. Does it not follow thatT is true, that is, thatT is a true
descriptionof what there is?
Now I have avoided the 'action' discourse that depicts us as selecting, identifying, or constructinga specific interpretation,and the argumentseems to have
as much punch as before. But we very clearly do not have to say Yes to the
concluding question-and that for the same reason as before. For we may point
out that all those functions may be defective in some way not ruled out by the
given. Any such function may, despite satisfying T, fail to give the set of green
things as extension to "green", or the set of cats to "cat". It may also fail to
satisfy "The total numberof dinosaurswas a multiple of 17" if and only if the
total numberof dinosaurswas a multiple of 17. If in fact all those functions that
satisfy T have some such defect, then T is not true.
This objectiondoes not work if T was not a theorystatedin ourlanguage.But
if it is not, then we do not have a case thatneed raise any philosophicaleyebrows.
In stating my objection, it is true that I relied on our understandingof our language; but so I did while stating the argument,after all.
Could we take Putnam'sargumentin an Anselmian, "even the fool sayeth in
his heart",way? That would be to take it somewhat as follows:
Let us rely on our understandingof our own language in order to state the
argument.Having reachedits conclusion, we note that it throws grave doubt
on the reliabilityof thatlanguage.Thus we have performeda sort of reductio
ad absurdumof the belief that we can rely on our own understandingof our
language in use.
Well, we can take it so, but then it is very unsuccessful. For if we are allowed to
rely on and use our own language to this extent, we can point out that the argument is not valid. The conclusion that TI-a theory stated in our language in
use-is true does not follow from the given, which entails only that T, is true
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undersome interpretation.If all the interpretationswhich satisfy T are defective
in not assigning all and only cats to the extension of "cat"(mutatismutandisfor
any otherpredicate)then T is false. So the argumentdoes not succeed in throwing
grave doubt on the reliability of our language in this convoluted Anselmian way
either.
The reader may reasonably feel that my putative dissolution of Putnam's
paradox needs further support. Specifically, I've brought into the fray certain
views of language here presented only very briefly and sketchily. Opposed are
views so well entrenched(at least in 1976) that Putnam could appeal to them
implicitly and expect his audience to go along. In the concluding section of this
paper I shall try to provide some of the needed further support by discussing
pragmatic tautologies, interpretation,and translation.But at this point, for the
next four sections, I will examine an entirely different(realist) diagnosis of Putnam's argument,which entailed a very differentconclusion.
4. Lewis' Diagnosis of the Argument
How could Putnam's argumenthave been read as, first of all an objection to
any sort of Realism, and secondly as providing the clue and supportfor an espousal of a specific Realist (anti-nominalist)philosophical position?
To find out, we must examine Lewis' analysis of the argument.I'll outline
what I take to be his strategy,examine how thatstrategyis implemented,andthen
show where we can take issue with it. To begin, Lewis exhibits Putnam'smodeltheoreticargumentas putativedemonstrationof "Putnam'sincrediblethesis", to
wit, the denial that any "empiricallyideal theory, as verified as can be, might
nevertheless be false" (p. 221). Next he shows thatPutnam'sdemonstrationsuffices also to prove that Global Descriptivism (I'll explain this below) implies
Putnam's incredible thesis. Thus we are faced with a trilemma:
So global descriptivism is false; or Putnam's incredible thesis is true; or there is
something wrong with the presuppositionsof our whole line of thought.Unlike Putnam, I resolutely eliminate the second and third alternatives.The one that remains
must thereforebe the truth.Global descriptivism stands refuted. (p. 224)

What has inteivened in the meanwhile is an argumentto show that a certain
inescapablequestionaboutlanguagemustbe answeredby assertingeitherGlobal
Descriptivism or some rival thereto.Any such rival will entail anti-nominalism;
and so this trilemma,with its one horn remainingunrejected,leads to:
There must be some additionalconstraintson reference:some constraintthat might,
if we are unlucky in our theorizing, eliminate all the allegedly intended interpretations that make the theory come true. (p. 224)
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So farLewis' strategy.Let us now examine how discussion of Putnam'sargument
broughtus into this fateful confrontationwith Global Descriptivism.
What exactly is Global Descriptivism, and to what question is Global Descriptivism an answer? Lewis begins by outlining an idea in philosophy of language which he calls "local descriptivism".It answers the question how newly
introducedterms are to be understoodin a growing language. The answerhas in
effect two parts. Under unfelicitous circumstancesthey remain defective in certain ways. If the conditions are felicitous, they refer to something identified by a
definite descriptionin the 'old' language, the language as it was before the new
term was introduced.With seven listed amendmentsto the original simplistic
idea, this answer is accepted by Lewis. However, it does not answer a more
ambitious question:
a local descriptivismis disappointinglymodest. It tells us how to get more reference
if we have some already.But where did the old languageget its reference?(p. 223/4)

Here we have the genuinely crucial, central question at the heart of the entire
discussion. How did our language as a whole-how did all our terms-acquire
reference?
According to Lewis, acceptance of local descriptivism leaves this as inescapableopen question andits answermust eitherbe Global Descriptivism ('more
of the same') or some rival thereto. Global Descriptivism is formulatedas follows:
The intended interpretation will be one, if such there be, that makes the termintroducingtheory come true. (Or: the intended interpretationswill be the ones, if
such there be, ...with indeterminacyif there are more than one.) But this time, the
term-introducingtheoryis total theory!Call this accountof reference:global descriptivism. (p.224)

How does this connect with local descriptivism?Well, the latter could be paraphrasedas: the new terms appearin new theories, and they are to be understood
as referringto things which are as describedin the old terms of that new theory,
so as to make that theory come out true-if possible. So Global Descriptivism is
something like: all language is to be understoodas referringto things in such a
way thatthe total theory (the totality of our beliefs or assertions) comes out true.
But now Putnam's argumentcan be used to show that such a way of understandingour language will be available, pretty well regardlessof what that total
theory is. In other words, Global Descriptivismimplies Putnam'sincrediblethesis. Thus we have arrivedat the trilemmastated above: either Global Descriptivism is false, or Putnam's incredible thesis is true, or there is something wrong
with our whole line of thought. Looking back to our last citation, we see that to
deny Global Descriptivism is to assert that the intended interpretation,what our
language really means, must be constrainedby something else than our inten-
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tions, verifications, and other desideratathat we ourselves impose-by something other than us, by the world. That is anti-nominalism,however you cut it.
Now I have outlined Lewis' strategy,and I have explained its implementation by showing how he arrives at the trilemma and how he goes from that trilemma to anti-nominalism.It remains now to show that the appearanceshere
created were very deceptive.
What is actually the case is this. Lewis arrivesat the trilemmavia the argument that local descriptivismis successful in its own domain, but leaves an open
question which must be answered by either Global Descriptivism or one of the
rivals thereto.In actualfact, if local descriptivismis successful, it leaves no such
open question. Secondly, the version of local descriptivism which Lewis had
advanced earlier,in his theory of science, already requiredanti-nominalismfor
its tenability and success. Thirdly, that version of local descriptivism is only
disputablysuccessful, and not compelling outside the context set by certainphilosophical assumptions.
The first of these contentions I shall supportin the remainderof this section.
The second I take only to recountan acknowledgedpartof Lewis' position, not an
objection. I'll make it plain in the next two sections. Then I will give my reasons
for the third,that is, for holding that we need not accept thatpart of his position.
The general questions about language to which local and global descriptivism
give putative answers I'll returnto in the final part, and I'll argue that indeed,
"there [was] something wrong with the presuppositionsof [this] whole line of
thought".
So let us take a look at this question that local descriptivism supposedly
leaves dangling.Assume thatlocal descriptivismis successful in its own domain,
that is, that it explains the meaning of new terms that enter our language-e.g.
through scientific theory innovation-by relying on descriptions formulable in
the old vocabulary.We must think of this as an account applicableto every stage
in which languageundergoessuch innovation.Lewis reflects on this supposition,
as we recall: "a local descriptivism is disappointinglymodest. It tells us how to
get more reference if we have some already.But where did the old language get
its reference?"(p. 223/4)
The answer is not to be of the "turtlesall the way down" type. Shades of
Aquinas! Why not? If local descriptivism gives a good answer for the terms
introducedin 1900AD, why not also for those introducedin 1900 BC or 19,000,000
BC? Suppose there was a stage when our ancestors introducednew terms, and
these termswere successfully used to referto things. If those were not things that
could have been described sufficiently well in the 'old' language to give local
descriptivismits purchase,then it follows that local descriptivismis not tenable.
So, tentativeconclusion: we cannot say both that local descriptivismis a tenable
answerto its own question, and yet thatit leaves the global question unanswered.
This is not a peculiarpoint aboutlocal descriptivism.The same point applies
to any theory, empirical or philosophical, concerning how a language grows,
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acquires new resources and new vocabulary, and how its newer stages are as
successfully adapted to its functions as the old was. If such a theory is to be
adequateat all, it must account for the very early growth of linguistic behaviour
among our earliest language using ancestors. It must also account for apparent
radical changes that make hermeneuticsof ancient and medieval texts so challenging. But if it is adequate, it leaves nothing unanswered;the language as a
whole grew successfully because each stage grew properly,or well enough, out of
its antecedents.
How does this affect Lewis' argument?Perhapsnot at all, except to highlight
some assumptions behind the trilemma. Lewis does not rely on the success of
local descriptivism,but only on the failure of global descriptivism.The question
"where did the old language get its reference?"(p.224) is understoodnot as a
historical question about a particularstage (the language of 1900, say) but as
being about all language-and the form of answer is then glossed as "the intended interpretation(s)will be the one(s) such that...". Are we to give this answer in the same language in which it is posed? If not, in what language?
I wonder if we are to think that our answer should be the same for the actual
history of humankindas it would be for a science-fiction case like the following:
on a certain planet, newly discovered by our space explorers, spontaneous
generationoccurredof an intelligent languageusing species. Withina period
of days inanimatecrystals transformednaturallyinto living, moving, speaking beings. At first hearing, it certainly seemed as if they were already
equippedwith a large arrayof beliefs aboutthe world, a total theory of their
own. The question was: how to interpretwhat they were saying? Should we
adopt the theory that what they were referringto and were saying about it
must be such as to make their total theory true?
A wonderful problem! It should definitely be posed to the special creationists
teaching in the Bible Belt. I'm not sure how this problem could arise, for how
could it seem to us that they were speaking and had a theory? Well, perhaps it
sounded exactly as if they were speaking German and propoundingLysenko's
biology. That would give us a salient initial interpretinghypothesis-not necessarily the one to maintain,of course. In view of the paranormalcircumstances,it
is clear that local descriptivism will not work here. Nor will a more empirical
theory that assimilates language use to tool use and looks for selective pressures,
fitness, adaptionto environment,and so forth. There were no preceding behaviour, dangerscoped with, or prior needs to be satisfied.
The little dialectic abouthow local descriptivismis not an answer to certain
questions-to which global descriptivism is an unacceptableanswer-is to me
very suspicious. It's point, subliminallymade,I suspect, is thatafterquestions are
taken as answerableempirical questions, there remainquestions of the same apparent form which go beyond all empirical inquiry and need philosophical answers. Local descriptivismis a ratherfanciful stand-infor an empiricaltheory of
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how languagegrows. Actually it may not be adequate,namely if it cannotaccount
for growthin which the linguistic resourcesbecome genuinely richer,and if such
growth has actually happenedas the humanrace evolved (nor of course if something like our science fiction story happenedinstead). Be that as it may, an adequate theory of that ilk would leave nothing unansweredaboutthe growth of the
whole language.It would need neitherglobal descriptivismnor some rival thereto
as its supplement.The refutationof global descriptivism refutes something for
which there was no call in the first place.
It appears therefore that re-examinationof Putnam's argumentnever does
bring us into that fateful dilemma. We could stop our examinationof the realist
reaction at this point. But realism is hardy, and we had better inquire into the
second and thirdissue I announcedabove.
5. "How to Define Theoretical Terms"
The transitfrom Putnam's argumentto the trilemmabegan with a short position statement to the effect that local descriptivism is successful in its own
domain.Only the failureof global descriptivismwas takenas basis for the further
move to anti-nominalism.But in actuality,the local descriptivism which Lewis
had advancedearlierwill turnout-in the light of Putnam'sParadox-to require
reliance on anti-nominalism.Thus rejection of the question that evokes global
descriptivismmay not get us very far.If local descriptivismis to be acceptedthen
it will bringanti-nominalismalong with it. To avoid being outflankedin this way,
we must thereforeexamine and find reasons to resist local descriptivismas well.
The storybegins with David Lewis' paper"Howto Define TheoreticalTerms".
This addresses a problem inherited from that stage of logical positivism which
divided the vocabularyof science into two parts: observationaland theoretical.
No such division can be tenably maintained,but Lewis points out that there is a
problem nevertheless. When a new theory is introduced,with new terms which
cannot be explicitly defined by means of the retainedold vocabularyof science,
the question is still: how shall we understandthe new theoretical terms? Lewis
proposes accordinglyto focus on a hypotheticalparticulartime t, at which a new
theory is introduced.Relative to this time t we can make a historical division of
the vocabularyinto Old vocabularyand New terms.
To forestall misunderstandingplease note that the meaning of the Old vocabularyis fixed. The Old terms are assumed to be completely understoodat the
time in question:
by 'understand'I mean 'understand'-not 'know how to analyze'
Let us assume that the [Old terms] have conventionally established standardinterpretations9

Can we view the newly introducedtheory as formulableentirely in the Old terms,
in principle, so that it will be intelligible to the community of Old vocabulary
speakers?
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As first step we consider the proposal to replace a theory by its Ramsey
sentence. That sentence is formed by replacing all the New termsby variablesof
appropriatetype, and then existentially quantifyingthose variables.Withoutloss
of generality(let us assume) the New termswill all be predicates,so this is higher
order quantification.As example consider a very simple theory with three new
theoreticalterms:
Waterconsists of hydrogen atoms and oxygen atoms.
The Ramsey sentence of this theory is:
There exist three properties such that water is composed of entities which
have the first and thirdpropertyand entities which have the second and third
property.
A caricatureof an example, of course. But the crucial point is the same as for any
more extensive theory: all consequences of the original theory which can be
stated entirely in the Old vocabulary are also consequences of its Ramsey sentence.
Ramsey's idea can be put roughly like this: when scientists introducea New
term like "hydrogen"they are simply following the mathematicians'habitual
play with anaphora."If a curve passes throughpoints (0,0) and (2,2) then it must
sharesome point with the line x = 1; let us call thatpoint p." Which point?There
are many points where the curve may cross the line! There can't be a pretense of
having denoted a specific point. But the mathematiciandoesn't care, for he is
really reasoning 'within the existential quantifier',and the name "p"won't occur
in his conclusion. In just the same way, one might say, the scientists' real conclusions do not involve those New theoreticalterms-the consequences statedin
Old terms alone are what constitutehis predictionsand whose truthis the bottom
line for his theory.
This idea is attractiveonly if what is predictedand tested, at this time, is just
what is stated in Old terms alone. That presumptioncarried a large part of the
appeal of the logical positivist theory of science which I mentioned above. We'll
let it stand for now, and returnto it below. There is a more immediate problem.
Agreedthatreplacinga theoryby its Ramsey sentenceeliminatesthe New termsbut how is that a step towardunderstandingthose terms?
Logically speaking, the Ramsey sentence is a great deal weaker than the
original theory and the patternof propertiesand relations which it describes can
normallybe realized in many differentways. There may be many propertiesand
relationswhich togetherwill play the roles thatthe theoreticallyintroducedproperties and relations are meant to play.
Lewis' proposal is to replace the theory not with its Ramsey sentence, but
with (in effect) a combination of two postulates: the Ramsey sentence plus a
uniqueness postulate.The uniquenesspostulate says that there is a unique selec-
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tion of propertiesandrelationswhich realize the patterndescribedin the Ramsey
sentence. Relative to the combination of the two, the New terms will all be explicitly definable. Via those explicit definitions, the replacementwill logically
imply the original theory.Thus this replacement,by (in effect) the Ramsey sentence plus uniqueness postulate, replaces the theory with something logically
stronger.The new idea is thereforethat we should construethe scientist as really
asserting somewhat more ratherthan less than what he seems to be saying explicitly.
It is not easy to illustratethis. Our simple 'water theory' example would be
recast, in effect, as:
There exists three and only three propertiessuch that water is composed of
entities which have the first and thirdpropertyand entities which have the
second and thirdproperty.
This sentenceseems obviously false, while the originaltheory,manypeople would
say, is true.But of course the proposalcan be defended.The blame may be put on
my choosing too small a part of science as my sample theory. If I could have
chosen the sum of everythingcurrentphysics has to say aboutwater,the Ramsey
sentence would have been very much more complicated. No one could have said
at first glance that it has multiple realizations (if any at all).
Here is Lewis' succinct argumentfor understandingscientific theories as
implicitly (or provisionally?) involving a uniqueness postulate of this sort:
Is thereanyreasonto thinkthatwe mustsettleformultiplyrealizedtheories?I know
of nothingin thewayscientistsproposetheorieswhichsuggeststhattheydo nothope
foruniquerealization.
Andtheyknowof nogoodreasonwhytheyshouldnothopefor
I contendthatwe oughtto saythatthetheoretical
uniquerealization.
Therefore,
terms
of multiplyrealizedtheoriesaredenotationless.
Manyphilosophersdo seem to thinkthatuniquerealizationis an extravagant
hope, unlikelyin scientificpracticeor even impossiblein principle.Partlythis is
professionalskepticism;partlyit is skepticismderivedfromconfusionthatI shalltry
to forestall.
Inthefirstplace,I amnotclaimingthatscientifictheoriesareformulated
in such
a waythattheycouldnotpossiblybe multiplyrealized.I amclaimingonlythatit is
reasonableto hopethata goodtheorywill notin factbe multiplyrealized.
Inthesecondplace,I amnotclaimingthatthereis onlyonewayin whicha given
theorycould be realized;just thatwe canreasonablyhopethatthere'sonlyone way
in whichit is realized.0
Furtherbelow I'll returnto the question of how convinced we should be of all
this. For now, let us just note that the New theoreticalterms are explicitly definable in the now reformulatedtheory,though with the use of higher-orderquantification. There is then no longer a question abouthow to understandthem: those
definitions spell out their meaning completely.
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6. Anti-Nominalism
There was a hidden flaw in the above proposalwhich was broughtto light by
Putnam's argument.
Let us considera scientific theoryT, and let R' be the open sentence resulting
from replacementof all the New terms in T by variablesof appropriatecategory.
Let R be the existential closure of R'-that is to say, the Ramsey sentence of T.
(1) Assuming consistency throughout,there will be a model in which R' is
true on some assignment of values of the variables.
(2) If T has an infinite model, then R' has many non-isomorphicsuch realizations, each of which yields a model in which R is true.
Fromthese it follows thatif T is consistent and has an infinite model, then Lewis'
proposed uniqueness postulate is false. The model theoretic facts appealed to
herearebasicallythose used in Putnam'smodel-theoreticargument-in this sense,
Putnam's argumentcould be taken as a direct objection to Lewis' theory of science.
So Putnamhad indeed devised a bomb, as Lewis said; could it possibly be
defused? The answer is Yes, of course; for whatever logic can do, a little more
logic can undo.All the weight in the argumentI havejust sketchedis really borne
by the very innocuous idea that
there is something x such that Fx
is true on an interpretation(including a value assignmentto variables)exactly if
thereis some (other)interpretationdifferingfrom it at most in what gets assigned
to x, and which satisfies Fx. The question whetheror not thereis, is a mathematical question of form: does there exist a function with such and such properties?
And here, at least as model theory is taughtin most college courses, any and all
functions assigning values of appropriatetype to the variableswill be admissible.
To variables that take the place of names they can assign any member of the
domain, to variablestaking the place of predicatesof degree one they can assign
any subset of the domain, and so forth. Without this leeway, this unbounded
admissibility, neither Putnam's own argumentnor its adaptationjust sketched
could go through.
Thus Lewis' problem. To put it simply: existential qualification over properties will not yield any substantialclaims, if arbitrarysets can be the sets of
instances of properties.11 Hence also Lewis' solution: in our readingof the Ramsey sentence, and of his uniqueness postulate for the theory, we must take the
variables (and corresponding quantifiers) to have restricted ranges. The most
importanthere (as our overly simple 'watertheory' illustrates) are the predicate
variables. Those variables must be read as ranging not over arbitrarysubsets of
the domain, but only over certain sets-call them the "naturalsets" or "natural
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classes". Assuming that existential generalization is still a valid logical move,
this means also that the predicatesin the scientific theory underconstrualare to
be assumed to have naturalclasses as their extensions.
What content could therebe to this distinctionbetween naturaland arbitrary
classes? It has the authorityof a venerablephilosophical tradition.Depending on
your specific metaphysical persuasion, you can take naturalclasses to be the
extensions of real properties,or of universals. The niceties of such elaborations
arenot here to the point, but do mean thatanti-nominalismwas alreadywaiting in
the wings for just such a rescue operation.
7. Clashing Views of Science
The moving force in the dialectic just now presentedis the drive to preserve
Lewis's view of science in the face of Putnam'sparadox.Assuming that aim, we
found a compelling argumentfor anti-nominalism.But could we demur?
There are alternateviews of science, and if we cannot very well expect a
decisive battlebetween them, it may be instructivesimply to bringthem to mind.
To begin, both Lewis and Putnampose their problemsin the discourse of logical
positivism (even if they are perhapsdoing this partly in dialectical concession).
Both depict a scientific theory as a set of sentences formulatedin a specific language. Both write in terms of a two-fold division of that language's non-logical
vocabulary. Lewis explicitly distances himself from the positivist dogma that
identified Old terms with pure (theoretically hygienic) observation predicates.
The problem of how to understandtheoreticalterms, given only that we understandobservationpredicates,has been transformedby time-indexing,so to speak:
how shall we understand,or try to explain, the meaningof New terms,introduced
for a frankly theoreticalpurpose, and for which no explicit definitions are made
available?
This is not very far from the positivist proble'matique.We may honor its
desire to understandwithout sharingall its presuppositions.Specifically, we need
not agree thatthe best possible solution is to recasttheories in such a way thatthe
New terms do after all receive explicit definitions, or implicit definitions, or
partial definitions through reduction sentences, or the like. Recall Lewis' own
dictum about the understandingof Old terms:
by 'understand'I mean 'understand'-not 'know how to analyze'

Won't this sauce for the goose go very well with the gandertoo? We do come to
understandthe New terms introducedin science-understand and use, not know
how to analyze or define!
The alternateview to explore is thereforeexactly thatwe can acquirea richer
(truly richer!) language than we had before. We can acquire new resources that
allow us to say things that we truly did not have the resources to say. It may be
mysterious how we can do this, though it seems that every child does; indeed,
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myths aside, humanity must have fashioned its language, like its other tools,
itself. The problem of how we learn language is not a philosophical problem.
How new termsareintroduced,how theiruse becomes stable, andhow thatuse is
communicatedfrom person to person, is a real problem but not a philosophical
one. It is an empirical problem, to be investigated scientifically, and not bedabbled in the metaphysician's armchair.
The second clash of views I wish to have in the open is still aboutlanguage,
while the thirdis not. But I can bring both to the fore by asking what the history
of science would ideally be like, seen throughLewis' representationof scientific
theories. Let me emphasize thatin doing so I am clearly stepping outside Lewis'
project in "How to define theoretical terms", which considered only what happens at the time when theoreticalterms are newly introduced.But it seems to me
thatwe must also ask how a construalof what happensat particularmoments can
extend to a view of how science and language evolve over time.
First of all, on Lewis' view there is in scientific change no change in the
understandingor use of the Old terms. This is exactly what Feyerabendcalls the
'stability thesis' concerning the language of science: that Old terms retain their
old meaning when new theories are introduced.Feyerabend'sargumentsagainst
this thesis are not overly dependent on any particularview of meaning. In the
scientific examples he displays we see changes in reference, in extension, in use,
in connotation, and in logical implications of the sentences in which the Old
terms appear.On the face of it, at least, science cannot rest on a complete understanding of the Old terms, retained throughouttheory change. Without that assumption, however, the problem that Ramsey, Carnap, and later Lewis set
themselves becomes moot.
Secondly, let us imagine that science develops under the best possible circumstancesof disinterestedintelligence. We can imagine thatscientists introducing new theories do so naively, to begin, with New terms introduced for the
purpose.Then they cast the theory into 'canonical' form using Lewis' recipe for
transformingit (roughly speaking, into its Ramsey sentence plus a uniqueness
postulate), relative to which the New terms are explicitly definable. Let us, for
brevity,write T* for the result of transformingnaive theoryT in accordancewith
Lewis' recipe.
This apparentlysimple story actuallyharborstwo ambiguities.The first thing
we notice is the sensitivity to the time element. Suppose that new vocabulary
together with new theory T is introducedat time t, and that at later time t' a new
'empirical'postulate is added (call it A) which uses only the terms already Old
at t. Now what is the meaningof the New terms?Theirexplicit definition relative
to T* is not the same as thatrelative to (T+A)*. On the other hand, there was no
introductionof New terms, hence no occasion to employ Lewis' recipe.
We may retortthatit really does not matter:shown to be explicitly definable,
the New terms were of course shown to be dispensable, epiphenomenal,irrelevant. Fine. But if the question was: what do the New terms employed in science
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mean? we do not have an unequivocal answer.That this does not matterwill at
best confirm our feeling of unrealityin such a discussion of science.
Besides, the diachronicambiguityis accompaniedby a synchronicone. Recall that when I illustratedthe transformationwith the example of a small theory
of water,the theorywas too small-it would be wrongto understandit as carrying
a uniqueness postulate. So those imaginaryscientists must be counseled to cast
into canonicalform only 'largeenough' partsof theirscience. The transformation
is not to be carried out on the innovative new theory that introducedthe New
terms, but on its sum with a surroundingshell of backgroundtheories. How large
a shell? We will not get the same definitions of New terms if we choose larger
shells.
This reminds us also of a more obvious problem:if the asserted uniqueness
is unreasonablefor 'small' theories, won't the danger of choosing too small remain unless we take in the whole of science? (And would it not be better still to
wait a while till this edifice has been improved and unified? No, that really puts
the idea at the end of the rainbow!) Once more, the simple story, though predicated on an explicit idealization to impartprecision, turnsout to be ambiguous.
Finally, let us look back throughthis ideal history to the beginning of time.
Each time New terms were introduced,they were effectively eliminated, though
presumablyretainedfor vulgaruse in practice.So: all the termsthatreally belong
to the languageof science at any stage of its historywere thereall along. They are
the 'absolute' Old terms, the ones that were already Old when science began.
Perhapsthere were false starts along the way, when scientists accepted hypotheses (always expressible, as we now see, entirely in Old terms) that had to be
given up later on. Erasing those missteps from the official record, and ignoring
the uniquenesspostulatesfor a moment, we see a steady accumulationof theory,
within the Old language, as science learns more and more about what the world
is like. Accompanyingthis cumulativegrowthof information,however,is a steady
stream of uniqueness postulates, each weaker than the one before.'2 Thus any
appearanceof scientific revolutionsis merely appearance.The official history of
science so construedis quite different from what many now-following Kuhn,
Feyerabend,and a host of others-take the real history of science to be like.
Being at odds with the currentlyreceived view is generally a virtue; it certainly does not count as an objection. But the received view is not egregious, by
definition so to speak; so the main point stands. On the face of it, we may indeed
demurfromthe dialecticalaim thatled fromPutnam'sparadoxto anti-nominalism.

8. Taking Stock: Where Do We Stand Now?
In the first three sections of this paper I proposed a reading of Putnam's
argumentthat dissolves the threatenedparadoxby closer attentionto the use of
"true"in our own language for sentences of our own language. The next four
sections analyzedLewis's discussionto see wherethe supportfor anti-nominalism
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can be resisted. If my analysis is correct then recourse to anti-nominalismis, in
this instanceanyway,the solution to what is-from an alternativetenablepoint of
view-an ill-posed problem.Where do we stand now, and how much of the paradox remains to hauntus?
In the middle part of this paper I analyzed how Lewis turnedPutnam's argument into support for a more articulate metaphysical position. Lewis used
Putnam'sargumentto refuteviews of languageclearly in competitionwith views
Lewis advocates. If we can be be broughtto a choice among these competitors,
we shall accordinglyhave to opt for Lewis'. Two lines of argumentcan bring us
to such a choice point. The first begins with a putativelymandatoryphilosophical
question ("How does language as a whole get its meaning?","How is reference
fixed?" to use two slogan formulations)which apparentlyhas only two sorts of
feasible answer, global descriptivism and anti-nominalism. Putnam's modeltheoretic argumentrefutes the former.
The second line of argumentbegins with an seemingly more modest but
moreobviously mandatoryphilosophicalquestion:whatis the meaningof a theory
stated by means of newly introducedtheoretical terms? Lewis had earlier proposed a construalof scientific theorieson which the newly introducedvocabulary
is definable in terms of the old, prior vocabulary.This proposal was a concrete
version of what he calls "local descriptivism"in his paperon Putnam.But it also
confrontsus with a dilemma.For if the proposalis coupled with an understanding
that all interpretations,all assignments of classes to predicates as their extensions, are in principleequally eligible, then Lewis' construalmakes almost every
scientific theory obviously false-a point establishableas corollaryto Putnam's
model-theoreticargument.Thus the benefits of this proposal are not reaped unless a suitable restrictionis imposed: enter anti-nominalism,once more.
I have objected to both lines of argumentin more or less the same way. The
alternativeposed is based on assumptionswhich we need not (and,in my opinion,
should not) accept. The putatively mandatoryphilosophical questions are not
mandatoryin themselves, but only relative to those assumptions.Can I support
my contention that we should not accept those assumptions,that we should not
allow ourselves to be led into those dilemmas and trilemmas,that the questions
are not after all mandatoryphilosophical questions? That is the first remaining
issue.

On my reading of Putnam's model-theoretic argument, the paradox dissolves. What remains is a strikingreductio of a certain view of language, which
we can independentlyverify to be inadequate.Perhapsthatwas just whatPutnam
intended;perhapsthe view of language found wanting is implied by that correspondence theory of truth which Putnam locates at the heart of metaphysical
realism. I would like to think so; but authorialintent is notoriouslyindiscernible;
the text has broken its moorings and must in any case be dealt with on its own
terms. More salient at this point is the question what assumptionswere involved
in my own reading,and whetherthey can be furthersupportedif pressed. That is
the second issue.
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A moment'sreflectionshows thatthe two issues whichremainarevery closely
related. They requireus to step back, to some extent, from the immediate intricacies of Putnam's argumentto a wider perspective on language.
9. In the First Person: Problems and Pseudo-Problems
The crucial move in Putnam's 'model theoretic'argumentoccurs at the end,
where "true"is equatedwith "trueundersome interpretation".'3 This equationis
incorrectas it stands, since it equates truthwith satisfiability.While that observation suffices to block the conclusion, in preliminaryfashion at least, it leaves
the innuendo standing. To escape the argument's spell, we need to distinguish
carefully between the entangling pseudo-problems and the real problems they
resemble. This has much to do with something that is not expressible at the level
of semantics: which language is our language, and how our language in use relates to languages underdiscussion.
Truthin our own language. For texts in ourown language, attributionof truth
is not elliptic, and 'true'does not mean 'truerelative to some interpretation'.But
while "true"is then not elliptic, it's use is indexical-tacitly indexical. The tacit
indexical reference is to our own language. Criteriafor properunderstandingof
our own language express themselves in pragmatic tautologies. Consider the
sentences:
"cat"denotes cats.
"Paul is a cat" is true if and only if Paul is a cat.
"gargel"denotes gargels.'4
The thirdsentence I need not assert or endorse;I do not so much deny it as reject
it, thereby signalling that I do not count "gargel"part of my vocabularyin use.
But the first and second sentences are paradigmaticexamples of pragmatictautologies in my language. They are undeniableby me, exactly because I acknowledge "cat"to be a word in my language.The semantic content,however, of these
(to me undeniable)assertions are not necessary propositions,and most certainly
not tautologies in the sense of semantics. If our language had developed differently in a certain way then "cat"would have denoted gnats, rats, or bats. Under
such circumstances,uses of "cat"would not have been acts referringto cats, and
"Paul is a cat"would have been used to statethatPaul is (not a cat but) a gnat, rat,
or bat. Pragmatictautologies (for me) are sentences of my own language which
state somethingthatcould indeed be (or could have been) false but which I cannot
coherently deny.15
Such pragmatic tautologies are statements which are undeniable to us in
whose language they are formulated, while not expressing anything necessary.
What they say could be false; but we cannot coherently assert anythingcontrary
to them. Moore's paradox is the most familiar example. I cannot assert "It is
snowing in Peking and I do not believe thatit is snowing in Peking",even though
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there are many times when both conjuncts are true simultaneously.But "'cats'
denotes cats" and "'Snow is white' is true if and only if snow is white" are also
good examples of philosophical interest. (PerhapsDescartes' "I exist" and Putnam's "I am not a brain in a vat" are too; but let us leave such more recherche
examples aside.) Ourproperavowal of such statementsmust be accompaniable,
somehow, with an ability to admit the possible falsity of what they say. We must
even be able to acknowledge the possibility of a radicalfailure in our own acquisition of the language we speak-a way to acknowledge that possibility in the
wordsof thatvery language!-without reducingourselves to incoherence.'6 However that may be, we must be careful not to confuse the undeniabilityof a pragmatic tautology with certaintyof its content. This point has several applications.
How is referencefixed? That question has a presupposition,conveyed unfortunatelyonly by metaphor.For of course we don't use glue or even hammer
and nails to attachwords to things, nor does natureglue itself onto our wordseven the word "attach"merely continues the same metaphor.So what is the problem? Abstractly stated it is this: each of our predicates has an extension, and
might have had a differentextension. But unless they have the rightextension, we
can't use our languageto framegenuine, non-trivialempiricalstatementsor theories. So, underwhat conditions do they have, or acquire,the right extensions?
This abstractstatementand questionhave the form of intelligible, non-trivial
expressions. But form is not enough. Let us see what happenswhen we get down
to brass tacks with them. Take the word "green",which we use in making statements aboutpartsof the world well beyond ourken. Now, what is the worrywhen
we worrythatthis wordmight not have the rightextension?The only answerI can
come up with here is:
the worry that there are lots of green things out there which aren't in the
extension of "green"and/or things that are not green yet are in that extension.

But what sense do I make if I say to myself:
There are green things which are not in the extension of "green".
There are some things x such that x is green but "is green" is not true of x.
If I say this sort of thing I do not make sense. I may convey throughthis utterance
either thatI have no graspof the philosophicaljargon ("extension","is true of"),
or that I do not acknowledge the words (e.g. "green")in that sentence as belonging to my vocabulary.The worry that there might be green things out there not
denoted by "green"-or cats not denoted by "cat"-is a pseudo problem.
How does translation work?What made it seem that we had hold of a real
problemwhen we statedit in the abstract?Two things, not unrelatedto each other.
The first is that nonsense can have the form of sense. Many analogues to such
'form-generated'puzzles are known:the fear thatall fears are unfoundedand are
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in fact symptomsof paranoia,the insistent requestto keep somethingfor me until
I give it back to you, and so forth. The second is that there real questions very
closely relatedto the pseudo question, and easily confused with it. In our particular case, the nearnessis that of seemingly uncontroversialtranslation.Think of
a Dutch speaker,Piet, who is investigating an alien language, English, and asks:
(1) Is "cat"een woord voor katten?
This is undoubtedly a non-trivial empirical question.17 Now translate it into
English:
(2) Is "cat"a word for cats?
Is that a non-trivialempiricalquestion?Does it have exactly the same cognitive,
epistemological status as the original?We note first of all that (2) is not an empirical question for his English informantJane. If she says Yes, she is only uttering a pragmatictautology, something she cannot deny (if she acknowledges all
the words in (2) to belong to her language). But secondly, (2) does not have the
same status as (1) even for Piet! For it is perfectly possible for him to have come
so far in his study of English thathe recognizes (2) for what it is, while having no
idea what the English word "cat"denotes.
Piet's real problem is not a philosophical problem. He can solve it only by
empiricalmethods.18If we translateit for him into philosophicaljargon, we don't
get him one step further.There is a philosophical problem highlighted by this
example, if you care to note it: what is translation?For how can (2) be a perfect
translationof (1) if they do not have the same statusfor Piet, and (2) does not have
the status for Jane that (1) has for Piet? But if this is not a case of perfect translation, what is wrong with it?
Translation's intralinguistic companion. Since it is a pragmatic tautology

that cats are what "cat"denotes, why can't I replace the one expression by the
other everywhere?Yet to know that "cat"denotes the things denoted by "cat"is
not at all to know that"cat"denotes cats. Moreover,thatthe latter(the Yes answer
to (2) above) is a pragmatictautology cohabits in us with the insight that "cat"
need not have denoted cats, but could well-given some alternativeevolution of
our language-have ended up denoting gnats, rats, or bats. It has been famously
suggested aboutall this is thatwe must distinguishthe a priorifrom the necessary.
But this may not have ended all our puzzlement.
The worrythatthe extension of "cat"is not fixed is the worrythatthe answer
to (2) may be No, though we cannot answer it with "No". But that worry,which
makes no sense, is only the confused echo of the real worry that empirical question (1) has answerNo. That there are both real empirical questions and interesting philosophical problems in the neighborhooddoes not mean that the 'how is
referencefixed?' problemis anythingbut a pseudo problem.Obviously we don't
do any fixing, and whether nature is doing any gluing is just beside the point.
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Understandingour own language does not reside in having an interpretationfor
it. Using one partof our language we can interpretanotherpart.In this way I can
give non-trivialtrue informationaboutmy language:"dog"does not denote cats,
"woodchuck"denotes groundhogs.This is exactly analogous to giving information aboutotherlanguages:the Dutch word "kat"denotes cats. But in the context
in which I do so, I use and rely on (partof) my own language, and in thatcontext,
the same questions do not arise for the part on which I rely. Trying to press the
project for my language as a whole, I can end only in pragmatictautologies.
If nature does notfix or restrict reference, then we must be doing it, by our
intentions,practice, or by other constraints we can impose on the use and understandingof our language-how is thatpossible ? This questionhas exactly the
presuppositionsof the precedingone aboutfixing reference,and does not arise at
all if those presuppositions are rejected. (Sometimes the alternative to antinominalismpointed to in this confused question is even called "anti-realism",as
if imputingmetaphysicalpowers to persons is not realist metaphysics!)Tryingto
complete an interpretationfor my language as a whole, in some independent,
informative,non-tautologicalway, can only reduceus to absurdity.For interpreting is an activity involving use of and reliance on my own language and inconceivable without it. "Relying on my own language" does not mean "assuming
that we have grasped a complete interpretationof it", of course, for that would
make the notion of reliance incoherentas well. To thinkso is just to keep bringing
back in thatwrong philosophicalview of understandinglanguagewhich fell apart
when we first examined it.
Theflybottle is difficult to escape. Let me try to say the same thing in still
anotherway. As Putnamhas also pointed out, things simply don't get any better
with reification of metaphysicalintermediates.Suppose I try to avoid the absurdity and triviality of grasping a complete interpretationof my own language by
intermediatestages, such as the following:
"cat"connotes cathood.
Cathoodhas as instances all and only those things which are cats.
Wordsdenote exactly the instances of what they connote.
I will have enlarged my language, but the same point will apply to the larger
language, and nothing will be gained.
Suppose alternativelythatI say: the denotationsof my words arefixed by us,
in some ways which we cannot fully express in our own language, but which
supply the external constraintsneeded to supplementthe internalconstraintson
reference. Obviously I must be assuming that the internalconstraintsdo not cut
down the range of available interpretationssufficiently to avoid triviality, and
that something must be doing so. This assumptionturns a very ordinarysort of
probleminto a philosophical pitfall. That some people use "cat"and others "gatto" to denote cats is as ordinarya fact as that some use hammersand others use
crowbarsto pull out nails. But sub specie that assumption we must, if pressed,
come up with ideas like: we have ways to graspcathoodandto connote it with one
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of our words, or to single out naturalclasses and denote them, or some such
completion. Or we can amend:it is not that we have ways of doing such things,
but thatkind Nature,Providence, or Deity has arrangedit for us, programmedus
to speak in a way that latches onto inexpressible features of reality,and so forth.
We have a language blessed among all others by this special relation to reality...
or at least, we can hope that we do, and proceed with thefaith that we succeed in
meeting those 'external'constraintson reference, in the charity of assuming that
others do as well....
There is no help for these impasses except philosophical therapy.Putnam
skillfully purveyed, in the,course of his reductio argument,the picture of language according to which to understandor have (!) a language is to know its
syntax andto graspan interpretationof thatsyntax.This pictureis nonsensical, as
comes to light as soon as we ask: in what languageis this graspexpressed, in what
language do we describe this interpretationthat we grasp? Now I imagine the
metaphysically inclined might even think of postulating a non-verbal, or inexpressible, graspof some interpretationof our own syntax, to give meaningto that
syntax in our mouths.But this postulatewould hover between the trivialassertion
that we speak meaningfully by utteringwords in our language, and a bit of armchairpsychology, pseudo science to fill the perceived gap, to give the appearance
of an explanationof how humans are able to speak meaningfully.I say: let's be
content with the trivial assertion acknowledged as such and leave scientific accounts of psychological phenomenato empirical science.
Thefamiliar limits of relativism. My dissolution of Putnam's paradox clearly

hinges on our philosophical resources being adequateto theirjob, and hence on
the coherent elaboration of what I have just said. But I am heartened by the
resemblance of those further problems to others that we have equal reason to
dissolve. Considerthis view aboutvalues, whetherof morality,prudence,or some
more restricted value domain: what is good is what meets our standards.The
word "our"is to be taken seriously, its indexical charactercrucial to meeting
standardobjectionsto value 'relativism'.19The idea is thatthe Romanscould also
have correctlyexpressed an importanttruthby using those very same words. But
we add that there were certain moral insights that the Romans, indeed humanity,
did not yet have concerning slavery (or concerningthe weighing of probabilities
in prudence, etc.). That is quite consistent, since of course in this addition, the
tacit reference is once more to our own standardsto groundthe evaluation.And
now the puzzle comes, when we add:but of course it is possible that we are with
respect to some issue in the same position as the Romans were with respect to
slavery.What do we mean?That there is something which is good, unbeknownst
to us, although it does not meet our standards?That would seem to scuttle the
view we are trying to elaborate.20Whateverthe merits of such a view, it should
not be scuttledby logic; and the logical pitfalls by which it is beset resemblejust
the ones we have discussed here.
As I said to begin, Putnam's paper is very rich. The paper richly illustrates
Poincare's quip aboutlogicism: [meta]logic is not sterile, it engendersparadoxes.
If fortune will, the engenderedparadoxeswill lead us to new insight.
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Perplexity and Paradox",(pp. 511-530 in M.L. Dalla Chiaraet al. (eds.) Logic and
Scientific Methods. Dordrecht:Kluwer, 1997.) and "Elgin on Lewis' Putnam's Paradox" Journal of Philosophy 94 (1997), 85-93. I wish to acknowledge my great debt to
the writings of David Lewis and CatherineElgin, noted below. Discussions and correspondence both with them and with Igor Douven have been extremely helpful. Jenann
Ismael, Mary Kate McGowan, Elijah Milgram, Chad Mohler, Laurie Paul, Gideon
Rosen, and Jill Sigman helped me with critical comments.
1. "Realism and reason",PresidentialAddress to the EasternDivision of the American
Philosophical Association, December 1976; reprintedin his Meaning and the Moral
Sciences, 1978, pp. 123-140.
2. David K. Lewis "Putnam'sParadox",Australasian Journal of Philosophy 62 (1984),
221-236.
3. For extensive discussion, see D. Lewis, "New work for a theory of universals",Australasian Journal of Philosophy 61 (1983), 343-377, and e.g. my Laws and Symmetry
(Oxford 1989), Ch. 3, section 5, and Elgin (see below). As Lewis notes, Putnamexplicitly rejects Lewis' response to his model theoretic argument(cf. H. Putnam,Reason, Truth, and History (Cambridge 1981), p. 53). As Lewis also notes, the antinominalist solution was first discussed (but not advocated) by Gary Merrill, "The
model-theoreticargumentagainst realism",Philosophy of Science 47 (1980), 69-81.
4. CatherineZ. Elgin, "Unnaturalscience",Journalof Philosophy92 (1995), 289-302; see
also my "Elginon Lewis' Putnam'sParadox",Journalof Philosophy,94 (1997), 85-93.
5. Putnamhimself indicates such constraints,cataloguing them as predictionof observation sentences, 'operationalconstraints', and internaltheoretical virtues such as simplicity. The burdenof the text (perhaps signalled explicitly by the "(as far as we can
tell)") is surely (?) that these constraintsdo not suffice to fix the extensions of the L
vocabularyin THE WORLD sufficiently so as to prevent the two-stage interpretation
via an arbitrarymodel M of T, from being admissible.
6. CatherineElgin explores this response (op. cit.).
7. In this approachto the 'true'import of the model theoretic argument,I am attempting
to follow directionsin Putnam'sown discussions of representation.Imaginefor example thatan ant makes a trackin the Saharadesert which to our eyes would look like the
word Coca-Cola in cursive script. Has the ant written"Coca-Cola"?We can similarly
imagine that in extraterrestrialtravel we might someday come across a rock formation
thatto oureyes exactly resemblesAbrahamLincoln. Is thata bust of AbrahamLincoln?
They certainly become representationsof a requisite sort if we put them to representationaluse. The idea thatindependentlyof thatuse they are alreadyrepresentations(as
opposed to objects suitable for use as representations),can only be based on too simpleminded an idea of representation.ComparePutnam's 'internalrealist' account-in
the very paper that presents the model theoretic argument-of why language-using
contributes to our success in practical affairs: "[it] is not that language mirrorsthe
world but thatspeakers mirrorthe world-i.e. theirenvironment-in the sense of constructing a symbolic representationof that environment."(Putnam 1978, p. 123).
8. I can heara little voice saying "Butif the argumentis general, what can be wrong with
instantiatingits conclusion to any language, whetherit is ours or not?"That little voice
is too much in the grip of the standardlytaught logic, ignoring (as courses and text
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books often do) logic's self-imposed limitations. To give a much simpler example,
what could be wrong with the rule to infer B from (A&B)? But you cannot apply that
rule if (A&B) is "Snow is white and this is a conjunction".
David K. Lewis, "How to define theoreticalterms",Journal of Philosophy 67 (1970),
427-446; reprintedas ChapterSix of his Philosophical Papers (Oxford, 1986); citations are from p. 79, 80. These passages arepartof Lewis's response to JohnWinnie's
argumentthatevery theory must have multiple realizations;Winnie's argumentrelies
on variationin the extensions of the Old terms. See J. Winnie, "The Implicit Definition of TheoreticalTerms",British Journalfor the Philosophy of Science, 18 (1967);
223-229.
Ibid. pp. 83-84. The phrasingmakes one a little uneasy;what is the proposalexactly?
The original proposalwas thatreplacementof a theoryby its Ramsey sentence incurs
no real loss. If so we can, for all purposes of philosophical reflection, think of scientists as introducing those Ramsey sentences plus some facons de parler. Is Lewis
asserting this of his amended version, or is he not? Is he saying that we can construe
the scientist as asserting the unique realization of the structuralpattern,or does he
mean that we should construe them as asserting the Ramsey sentence, while hoping
thatthey will come up with ones thatare not multiply realized, in just the way thatwe
hope they will come up with ones that imply true predictions? I will assume the
former.
As Lewis also notes in "Putnam'sParadox",and as had been pointed out by W. Demopoulos and M. Friedman ("Critical Notice: Bertrand Russell's The Analysis of
Matter:its Historical Context and ContemporaryInterest",Philosophy of Science 52
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initial existential quantifiers,the assertion that the patternof propertiesand relations
it now describesis uniquelyinstantiated,is weaker.We must assume thatLewis means
the earlier,strongeruniquenesspostulatesto be discardedin favor of he later,weaker
ones.
I have examined this move more closely in "Elgin on Lewis' Putnam's Paradox".
I shall use the sentences " 'cat' denotes cats", "theextension of 'cat' is the set of cats",
and " 'cat' is a word for cats" interchangeablyhere. As CatherineElgin pointed out to
me, the more normaluse of "denote"implies the existence of what is denoted-in this
more usual sense, we would say that "cat"denotes cats if there are any.
The sentence " 'Paul is a cat' is true if and only if Paul is a cat", as understoodby me,
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candidatefor the statusof pragmatictautology:the Reflection Principlefor subjective
probability("Itseems very likely to me that it will rain tomorrow,on the supposition
thattomorrowmorningit will seem very likely to me that it is going to rain").See my
"Belief and the Will" (Journalof Philosophy 81 (1984), pp. 235-256) and "Belief and
the problem of Ulysses and the Sirens" (Philosophical Studies 77 (1995), 7-37).
17. For the sake of example I am here pretendingthatDutch and English are two separate
languages in actu. I usually think of one's language as everything one has learnedto
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andwriting.See my "TheWorldWe SpeakOf, andthe LanguageWe Live In",pp. 213221 in Philosophy and Culture:Proc. of the XVII-thWorldCongress of Philosophy,
Montreal 1983 (Montreal:Editions du Beffroi, 1986).
18. As CatherineElgin reminded me, there is anotherempirical problem in this neighborhood, which may add to the confusion. Suppose we regiment our language by
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light of a certainwavelength.) Then we may worry that all our paradigmexamples in
the past, for which we introducedthe word "green"in the first place, were actually
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